Community Care Space for/by Student Activists of Color
Facilitated by Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) and the RISE Center

Are you a graduate or undergraduate student activist? You probably are...

My Role in a Social Change Ecosystem

Workshop Series:
Wednesdays 3-4:30pm
- June 24
- July 1
- July 15

We need many spaces: please see links below for BIPOC only spaces:
- Therapy Group: Black and Bruin: https://www.counseling.ucla.edu/services/group-treatment
- RISE Center: https://risecenter.ucla.edu/virtual-library/healing-support-for-black-bruins

Be part of creating/nurturing/receiving a space where student activists of color can come together and RESTORE and REVIVE in order to RESUME the work.

You can lead or sit back, talk or listen, practice what you preach, and take time to regroup.

In honor of multiple coalitions during the uprising, this is a POC dedicated space.

RSVP REQUIRED:

-OR-

CAPS